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ABSTRACT 

This paper provides a simulation study for the quality of vehicle communication system by 

using a Virtual Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (VMIMO) used in Ultrawide Band (UWB) 

wireless communication, merged with orthogonal pulse shaping using modified Hermite 

polynomial. The simulation compares between Zero-Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Square Error 

(MMSE) Detection Techniques performance through bit-error-rate analysis. The simulation 

includes different scenarios for vehicular communication: The Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and 

the Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I). Firstly, the Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS), secondly the Line-

of-Sight (LOS) scenarios. Moreover, the simulation considers the effect of path-loss and noise 

on transmitted signal, besides the comparison with QAM (Quadratic amplitude modulation), 

QPSK (quadratic pulse shift keying) and (Binary pulse shift keying) BPSK modulations. The 

simulation result is useful for the design of vehicle communication system including several 

cases of vehicles communication such as the V2V and V2I. The final results recommend 

BPSK-MMSE communication for both the LOS and NLOS scenarios for the V2V and V2I. 

 

KEYWORDS: Vehicle communication, The Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V), the Vehicle to 

Infrastructure (V2I), Virtual Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (VMIMO), path 

loss, Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS), and Line-of-Sight (LOS). 
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باإلياااضة ىلى رثر تقنيات رنممة التيااميا  التعديل( الم تلفة. يوجد ضي اتصاااالت المركبات عدة ساايناريوهات تؤثر على  

يوهات على عدة عوامل بما ضي ذلك االنتشاار،  جودة ورداء االتصااالت بيا العربات والمركبات المحياة. تعتمد هه  الساينار

والعرقلة، ونوع الموقع ضي المناطق الحياارية رو الارا السااريعة، وقد تم تياامينها ضي الدراسااة على رنها مع ال الر ية 

وبدون ال ر ية. تتم محاكاة رداء كل نمان مقترح ضي جميع السااايناريوهات ومقارنتم بمقياسااايا هما معدأ ال اأ ضي الب  

 BER واإلنتااجياة. تم النمر ضي ث ت تعادي ت وكاان رضياااالهاا ضي مقاارناة معادأ ال ااأ ضي البا  هو مفتااح ىزا اة الاور )

ع وة على ذلك، ضإن است دان تقنية الكشف عا   ،الثنائي، ولكا األضيال ضي تحليل الصبي  هو مفتاح ىزا ة الاور التربيعي

تقنيات التأثير الصافري. تيامن  الدراساة عدة  االت التصااالت المركبات    متوسال الحد األدنى لل اأ التربيعي يتفوا على

 مثل ما مركبة لمركبة وما مركبة لشبكات االتصاأ.

 ، مركبة لمركبة، مركبة لشبكات االتصاأالحد األدنى لل اأ التربيعيمتوسل ، التأثير الصفريالكلمات المفتاحية:

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The many ITS communication channels include (V2V), (V2I), Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P), 

and Vehicle-to-Network (V2N). One of the key forces behind the development of 5G and other 

wireless communication technologies is vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication. 

Relevant V2X communication scenarios include the efficient delivery of web and 

entertainment services to passengers of cars and trains, as well as information sharing relating 

to traffic safety and efficiency between vehicles and with infrastructure nodes along roadways. 

The advantages of implementing V2X include a sharp decline in traffic-related fatalities, a 

reduction in running costs for fleets of vehicles, and the opening up of new business models 

[1]. Research regarding ITS communications has been aimed at supporting applications 

ranging from fully autonomous vehicle operation and essential road-safety support to traffic 

flow optimization and in-car infotainment services. 

 In this study, we explore various propagation situations to improve the communication 

between V2V and V2I. For intelligent transportation and rail traffic management systems, 

which are anticipated to significantly improve road traffic efficiency and safety, V2I 

communication is a key enabler. Modern technologies may struggle to meet the dependability 

requirements of such systems for the wireless communication link. Transmissions in the UWB 

band have the potential to offer enough bandwidth to support web and entertainment 

applications for passengers on trains and cars in addition to traffic management services. 

In these scenarios we study the cases of:  urban, sub-urban and rural highway communication 

channel environment to identify their effects on path loss of line and non-line of sight signal 

propagation [2-5].  Also, we study the effect of vehicle speed on the signal propagation [6-

8].The underground communication scenario was studied recommending the extended 

simulation of Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) V2V and V2I communication.  

 Some researchers show that the shadowing and the fading are critical factors affecting the 

communication system and the antenna selection for V2V and V2I communication [9]. Others, 

show that road barrier and the road type have great effects on channel characterization in urban 

and highway road, these studies were dedicated to characterizing V2X directly without 

assistance, the characterization was conducted using simulation or field measurements [10].  

However, the concept of using assistant system to improve the characteristics of V2X was 

introduced by [11]. Also, the effect of fading channel communication channel with systems 

have pulse shaping, and detection techniques are studied [12-26].  

Cooperative vehicular networks will play a vital role in the coming years to implement 

various ITS related applications. Both V2V and V2I communications will be needed to reliably 

disseminate information in a vehicular network [39]. A roadside unit (RSU) with several 

antennas can increase network capacity in this aspect. While conventional methods presume 

that fading occurs independently for each antenna. Virtual MIMO refers to the application of 

MIMO in a single antenna system. Virtual MIMO takes advantage of MIMO's diversity gain 

and spatial multiplexing in a fading channel. Single input, single output (SISO), single input, 
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multiple output (SIMO), multiple-input, single output (MISO), and virtual MIMO are the four 

modes that make up virtual MIMO (MIMO). Typically, a wireless vehicular network has a 

SISO topology. Since the others are created virtually, we can also refer to MISO, SIMO, and 

MIMO as V-MISO, V-SIMO, and V-MIMO, respectively. VMIMO, which is developed for 

wireless communications and improves wireless vehicle networks, integrates MISO, SIMO, 

and MIMO techniques into one technique. They are especially helpful in applications where 

traditional MIMO technologies are impractical because of limitations imposed by the physical 

or energy consumption of the device. In order to take use of a MIMO system, VMIMO 

combines the concepts of cooperative behavior between mobile stations and virtual antenna 

array. It comprises of various mobile stations, each equipped with a single antenna. The key 

disadvantage of VMIMO is that station cooperation may require greater energy investment for 

signaling purposes [27]. VMIMO shows better results in the BER analysis than MIMO. But 

need a good detection technique to improve and enhance the its performance [28].  According 

to IEEE802.16e describing the uplink VMIMO (UL-VMIMO), each user is equipped with a 

single antenna and shares the same channel resources with other users [29].  In a wireless 

vehicular network for energy saving we mostly prefer multi-hop communication than single 

hop communication for long haul transmission. Therefore, in Figure 1, we have shown a two-

hop communication of different virtual topology.  

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The proposed system simulates two scenarios of V2V and V2I communication by including 

the path loss effect, then studying the detection and modulation techniques effect on the bit 

error and throughput. The channel matrix consists of elements which are the complex 

transmission coefficients for the links between the transmit (Tx) antenna and receive (Rx) 

antenna. The VMIMO implies parallel data streams on orthogonal sub-channels increasing the 

channel capacity. In simulation, random binary sequence of modulated symbols is generated 

and groups them into pairs according to different modulation scheme in one time slot. Then the 

symbols are multiplied with the Rayleigh channel which is used for simulation. In the channel, 

average white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is added to transmitted symbols. At receiver, detection 

technique is deployed to improve the quality of signal. For V2I communication, traffic mode 

affects the communication between the infrastructure antenna (Tx) and the vehicle antenna (Rx). 

There are two scenarios for the V2I communication, where the vehicle has NLOS with the Tx, 

and the vehicle has good LOS with Tx. According to the data extracted from the previous 

publications, condition of LOS is the data of the vehicle located in the nearest lane, and the 

vehicle in far lane is the condition of NLOS [17]. The V2V communication is affected by the 

traffic mode. The first mode is when vehicle communicates to the other vehicle while there is 

a large obstruction between them such as a bus or truck. This case is defined as the NLOS V2V 

communication. In the second mode which is LOS. The data collected from previous 

publication depends on road measurements. The transmitter and receiver are moving 

independently of one another between the test vehicles at a distance of 5 to 150 meters on the 

road. Otherwise, a bus about 10 meters in length is stationary on the roadside, and the Tx 

vehicle is just behind the obstacle bus and remains stationary [30]. The different scenarios and 

communication cases in the vehicle communication and intelligent transportation systems are 

shown in the following Figure 2.  
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Figure 1:  Topologies for V-MIMO, V-SIMO, and V-MISO: (a) V-MIMO (b) V-MISO (c) V-SIMO 

 

Figure 2:  Schematic illustration for the four scenarios simulated showing the difference between the V2X 

systems, and the difference between LOS and NLOS. 

 

3. SYSTEM MODEL  

The block diagram of the system model for simulation V2V and V2I is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: the block diagram of the proposed V2V/V2I system model. 

3.1 Propagation Model 

For V2X channel environments, there are two types of signal propagations: 

 

Line-of-Sight (LOS): In LOS, no obstructions, such as buildings or cars, prevent a signal 

from travelling over the air directly from a transmitter to a receiver. In LOS propagation, two 

vehicles are travelling down the same roadway, and path loss simply depends on the separation 

of the two. The route loss exponent  n [30] is used to express the average large-scale path loss 

given an arbitrary T-R separation as a function of distance:  

( ) ( )
d

PL dB PL d 10 n log
d

0

0

 
= +  

 
  (1) 

Where: PL(d) Average path-loss for an arbitrary separation d (denoted in dB). 

n     Path-loss exponent. The value of n depends on the propagation environment: for free 

space it is 2. 

do     Vehicles reference distance (m). 

 

The path loss at reference distance PL(do) is a measured value for V2V scenarios, and for the 

V2I it is estimated using the following equation  

 

PL(do) = 20 log (
4πdofc

c
)                                                                                                    (2) 

Where: c the speed of light and  

𝑓𝑐 the carrier frequency  

 

Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS): NLOS is a situation in which a transmitter's signal must go 

around obstacles before it can reach the receiver; these transmissions can only do so through 

reflection, scattering, and diffraction. In order to characterize the change in signal propagation 

behavior between two different signal channels while assuming the same propagation distance 

and the ability to treat path loss independently of shadowing, the concept of shadowing has 

been established. Models for path loss and shadowing can be superimposed to capture power 

falloff versus distance along with the random attenuation about this path loss from shadowing 

and given by [31]: 
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( ) ( )
d

PL dB PL d 10nlog X
d

0

0



 
= + + 

 
                                                                              (3)   

Where: Xσ is the shadowing parameter (zero mean Gaussian distributed random variable 

in dB with standard deviation σ also in dB). 

 

3.2 VMIMO 

The spectral efficiency (SE) of wireless communications can be increased via VMIMO 

systems, in which the transmitter has multiple antennas and each of the receivers has a single 

antenna. The notion is that some nearby receivers can contribute their antennas (act as relays) 

and assist the single-antenna destination to create a virtual antenna array and gain certain 

advantages of MIMO systems when channel state information (CSI) is only accessible at the 

receiver side. For terrestrial mobile communication systems, where physical restrictions may 

prevent mobile stations from having multiple antennas, VMIMO is a potential concept. MIMO 

and VMIMO were introduced for V2X communication in different form to meet the 

requirements of high data rate and enhance link reliability. In the 2X2 VMIMO channel, the 

received signal is given by [32] 

𝑌 = 𝐻𝑋 + 𝑁                                                                                                                   (4) 

Where 

Y   is the received symbols, 

H is the channel matrix and 

N is the antenna noise. 

 and in matrix form  

[
𝑦1

𝑦2
] = [

ℎ1,1 ℎ1,2

ℎ2,1 ℎ2,2
] [

𝑥1

𝑥2
] + [

𝑛1

𝑛2
]    (5)  

Then, the received signal on the first antenna and on the second antenna are described by 

equation [32].  

𝑦1 = ℎ1,1𝑥1 + ℎ1,2𝑥2 + 𝑛1 = [ℎ1,1ℎ1,2] [
𝑥1

𝑥2
] + 𝑛1  (6) 

𝑦2 = ℎ2,1𝑥1 + ℎ2,2𝑥2 + 𝑛2 = [ℎ2,1ℎ2,2] [
𝑥1

𝑥2
] + 𝑛2 (7)  

Where 

𝒉𝐢,𝐣 is the channel gain from i virtual transmit antenna to j virtual received antenna. 

𝒏𝟏, 𝒏𝟐 are the first and second receive antennas noise. 

𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐 are the transmitted symbols, and  

𝒚𝟏, 𝒚𝟐 are the received symbol on the first and second antenna. 

 

3.3 Detection Techniques with Equalization 

For MIMO system, each transmit antenna, transmits various signals so that the receiver 

can easily receive the transmitted signals. All signals are transmitted from all elements once 

and therefore the receiver solves a linear equation system to demodulate the message.  Zero 

forcing is a detection criterion used to create the filtering matrix; the method drawback is the 

noise enhancement and diversity loss. Otherwise, the MMSE consider the noise enhancement 

problem, hence, the MMSE shows better results compared to ZF [33]. ZF is a linear detection 

technique, which force the interference to zero without including the noise, however, the 

MMSE minimizes the mean square error between transmitted and received data, both uses the 

matrix of linear transformation. The ZF and MMSE equalizers are purely a function of the 

channel state or the channel matrix [34]. Solving for x is by finding a matrix W which satisfying  

WH=I  (9) 

 

Hence, ZF detector for meeting this constraint is given in following equation  
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         𝑊𝑧 = (𝐻𝐻𝐻)−1𝐻𝐻  (10) 

 

and MMSE detector for meeting this constraint is given in following equation  

𝑊𝑚 = [𝐻𝐻𝐻 +  𝐻𝑜𝐼]−1𝐻𝐻  (11) 

 

Where:  

H is the channel matrix and 

𝑊𝑧and 𝑊𝑚 are the equalization matrix. 

 

Multiplying the received signal vector by ZF / MMSE matrices to get the data sub-streams 

decoupled, in the VMIMO channel the data sub-streams are mixed by the channel matrix.  

𝜌𝑧𝑓,𝑛 =
𝑆𝑁𝑅

[(𝐻∗𝐻)−1]𝑛𝑛
, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑀 (12) 

𝜌𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒,𝑛 =
𝑆𝑁𝑅

[(𝐻∗𝐻+
1

𝑆𝑁𝑅
𝐼)

−1
]

𝑛𝑛

− 1, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑀 (13) 

 

For lower bandwidth models, and the orthogonal polynomial families to have non-

symmetrical wave forms. The Hermit pulse shaping was the recommended one, and the 

modified Hermit pulse set generates higher order orthogonal pulses [35-37]. The proposed 

system utilizing Hermite pulses as the pulse shaping will be more robust against Rayleigh 

fading combined with shadowing to achieve a boost in the overall performance. The Hermit 

polynomial expressed by Rodrigue’s formula is given by the equation. 

ℎ𝑛(𝑡) = (−𝜏)
𝑡

𝑒2𝜏2

𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑡𝑛 (
−𝑡2

𝑒2𝜏2)   (14) 

Where: 

𝑛 is the nth derivative. 

𝜏  is the time scaling factor, and 

𝑡  is the time in nano seconds.  

 

4. Simulation Results 

In each simulation run, 1000000 bits are generated. Simulation results in terms of bit error 

rate for QAM, QPSK, and BPSK as the modulation techniques with two detection techniques 

ZF and MMSE for the channel parameters given by table 1 and 2 for characterizing LOS and 

NLOS in the V2V and V2I communication for urban scenario are give in the following figures 

by using MATLAB [30-31,38]. 
 

Table 1:  V2V communication scenarios path-loss and distance[30]. 

Scenario Scope     
n 

LOS V2V 1.5 50 58 2.63 1.51 

NLOS V2V 1.5 200 69.8 3.20 1.55 

 

Table 2: V2I communication scenarios path-loss and distance[31]. 

Scenario Scope 
   

n 
 (GHz) 

LOS V2I 1 200 4.6 1.95 7 

NLOS V2I 1 500 10.08 2.62 7 

Figures 4 and 5 show the probability of error versus SNR for V2V LOS and NLOS 

scenarios with BPSK, QPSK and QAM modulation schemes, besides ZF and MMSE detection 

techniques. The results show that the BPSK and MMSE outperform other techniques in the 

case of V2V for both cases of LOS and NLOS.  

Figures 6 and 7 show the probability of error versus SNR for V2I LOS and NLOS 

scenarios with BPSK, QPSK and QAM modulation schemes and ZF and MMSE detection 
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techniques. The results show that the BPSK and MMSE outperform other techniques in the 

case of V2I for both cases of LOS and NLOS.  

Figures 8 and 9 show the throughput versus SNR for V2V LOS and NLOS scenarios 

with BPSK, QPSK and QAM modulation schemes and ZF and MMSE detection techniques. 

The results show that the QPSK and MMSE outperform other techniques in the case of V2V 

for both cases of LOS and NLOS.  

Figures 10 and 11 show the throughput versus SNR for V2I LOS and NLOS scenarios 

with BPSK, QPSK and QAM modulation schemes and ZF and MMSE detection techniques. 

The results show that the QPSK and MMSE outperform other techniques in the case of V2I for 

both cases of LOS and NLOS.  

Three modulation techniques are discussed in the simulation results; the simulation was 

acquired at different distance between vehicles to ensure the efficiency of performance. Figures 

from 4 to 7 compare both the modulation and detection techniques according to BER analysis 

showing that the BPSK and MMSE outperform other techniques in the case of V2V/V2I for 

both cases of LOS or NLOS. The comparison between ZF and MMSE shows that BPSK and 

MMSE achieve BER less than 10-4 at lower SNR with 3 dB, however, the QPSK and QAM is 

out of the comparison in the four scenarios.  

The throughput is compared for QAM, BPSK and QPSK modulation techniques in all 

cases of V2X including the LOS and NLOS, the QPSK showed better performance in the 

comparison for the other modulation methods, and the detection techniques MMSE which 

shows better performance rather than other modulation and detection techniques, as in figures 

8-12. The results show that QPSK - MMSE is better than the other modulation and detection 

techniques in terms of time and throughput. 

Comparing the enhancement due to usage of QPSK and BPSK with MMSE show that 

BPSK-MMSE achieves BER less than 10e-4 at SNR less than 20 dB, where the QPSK did not 

achieve BER less than 10e-4 at the SNR range. The throughput comparison shows that the 

QPSK show better performance compared to the BPSK with average difference of 9x10e4 bits 

per second; otherwise the BPSK with MMSE shows better results with difference average of 

9x10e4 bits per seconds. Moreover, the modification using pulse shaping did not affect the 

performance of QAM and QPSK, and still have not achieved low BER. Furthermore, the 

scenarios of LOS and NLOS show slight effect on the performance of the modulation and 

detection scheme which means that the proposed models and final recommended model 

considering the detection using the MMSE and the BPSK modulation shall has better 

performance and stable conditions. 

 

Figure 4: BER results for various modulations/detections techniques in case of V2V - LOS 

communication. 
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Figure 5: BER results for various modulations/detections techniques in case of V2V- NLOS 

communication. 

 

Figure 6: BER results for various modulations/detections techniques in case of V2I- LOS communication. 

 

Figure 7: BER results for various modulations/detections techniques in case of V2I - NLOS 

communication. 
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Figure 8: Throughput results for various modulations/detections techniques in case of V2V - LOS 

communication. 

 

Figure 9: Throughput results for various modulations/detections techniques in case of V2V -NLOS 

communication. 

 

 

Figure 10: Throughput results for various modulations/detections techniques in case of V2I - LOS 

communication. 
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Figure 11: Throughput results for various modulations/detections techniques in case of V2I - NLOS 

communication. 

CONCLUSION 

The vehicle communication scenarios were simulated for proposed communication system. 

The vehicular scenarios cover the V2V and the V2I for both LOS and NLOS. Moreover, the 

BER analysis is used to compare the performance of ZF and MMSE detection techniques with 

BPSK, QPSK and QAM modulations schemes. The system proposed using VMIMO with 

orthogonal Hermite pulse shaping impulse ultra-wide band communication. The signal 

transmitted includes path loss, shadowing, and noise effect. Furthermore, the comparison for 

different modulation techniques including the QAM, QPSK, and BPSK, against the three 

metrics time, throughput, and BER.  

The simulation results show that the ZF do not satisfy the requirement and that the 

MMSE is better than the ZF method. The results show that the MMSE is more superior to ZF. 

MMSE achieves lower BER compared to ZF, where the MMSE showed better performance 

compared to ZF in the case of VMIMO. Moreover, the usage of BPSK is the most 

recommended in the case of BER and QPSK in the case of throughput. However, the BPSK is 

the recommended over QPSK because the base of study is to improve the communication 

features using VMIMO.  Furthermore, the scenarios of LOS and NLOS show slight effect on 

the performance of the modulation and detection scheme which means that the proposed 

models and final recommended model considering the detection using the MMSE and the 

BPSK modulation shall has better performance and stable conditions. The final results 

recommend BPSK-MMSE communication for both the LOS and NLOS scenarios for the V2V 

and V2I. 
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